PatentFocus

A patent portal

What are the benefits of using
inovia’s web-based technology
for patent filers?
Jeff Shieh

you take a look at the international patenting
- and coordinating with the foreign associates.
-

-
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when a paralegal or secretary would perform
- the world that they would prefer to work with.
structions to the foreign associates. The work
side attorney.
comes to us and says it has an associate in

Do you have life science specialists
in every region?
Shieh:

-

be able to understand it and be able to argue

wants to use some of its own foreign associsociates’ contact information and we will conand then load that information into the client’s

their patent attorney at the prosecution phase

when selecting foreign associates around the orders with its agents of choice. IPPro
area from mechanical engineering to pharma

-

foreign associates are capable of handling any

Do you have multiple agents in
each region?
Cara Verwholt:

Marketing director

senting biotechnology and pharmaceutical clients and it seems that as a general rule in that

Cara Verwholt

Shieh:

pecially as our base of pharma and biotech
clients grows.

Senior patent attorney

life science industry in particular?

Jeff Shieh

filing stage to reduce costs and increase
efficiency there.

while keeping costs under control.

What are the processes of patent
Shieh: There are two ways that they may
be handling foreign filing. Some companies

drafting the application through to the grant.
local attorney to tell them which countries
they want to file in. The attorney would then
compile the necessary forms and coordinate
with the foreign associates to get that application filed abroad.

multiple agents in some of the more popular
sure that our agents can handle our growing

What other developments can we
expect from inovia in the future?
Verwholt:
the last few years to meet our clients’ needs.

foreign associates that they would like to
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